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Firewall
Storage
Computing
Networking
Security
Best Practices
Backups
Disaster Recovery
Auto-renewals
Subscriptions/Licensing
eDiscovery
Applications (agnostic)

George Jon’s proven Best 
Practices, developed over 15 
years of testing and working 
with the best and brightest 
minds in the industry, form the 
glue that unifies every 
component and informs the 
composition of the Kit.

Our proprietary collection of components and 
services allows us to build, implement and maintain 
systems for clients of every shape and size, from 
single users to multinational corporations. Users can 
start at any size, migrate data, and hit the ground 
running with the ability to scale as needed with 
predictable performance and pricing. No hassle, no 
troubleshooting. Simply perfection.

DESIGN

George Jon “Kits” are synchronized platforms of software and 
managed services, existing in both physical and virtual 
environments, that have been specifically designed to provide 
perfect eDiscovery functionality. Every Kit component has been 
rigorously tested over a decade of R&D to guarantee an amazing 
end user experience. Kits are built using Dell OEM blocks, 
incorporate our proven best practice methodologies, and 
work with every leading eDiscovery application.

What is a George Jon Kit?

George Jon does not provide eDiscovery software licenses, they 
must be purchased separately. GJ Kits are “software agnostic” 
and can work with any eDiscovery software solution, including:

PLATFORM PARTNERS
Every component in a George Jon 
Kit exists as a standalone block. 
Each block has components that 
can be scaled, making it a snap to 
grow your system as needed!
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KIT AS A SERVICE (KaaS)
Performance + flexibility. The 

KaaS scales compute in the 
cloud and storage on-prem 

(cheaper/ faster), mitigating 
CapEx in favor of OpEx.

KIT RECYCLER
An add-on to the Laptop Kit, the 
Recycler supports high-churn clients 
who must continually wash, rinse and 
repeat laptop deployments. The 
Recycler securely deletes data from 
the laptop and deploys the latest, 
ever-changing GJ best practices and 
app, OS, and environmental updates.

EMERGING MARKET KIT
This Kit works racked or 
standalone, providing an 
affordable single server option for 
small cases. The unit handles a 
single app with 5TB of storage 
(expandable to 12TB), and the 
units can be stacked to support 
multiple apps or scale storage.

ENTERPRISE KIT
Our workhorse for 
behind-the-firewall 
deployments, we can 
build Enterprise Kits to 
match any requirement, 
size, environment,
or tier need.

AGNOSTIC CLOUD KITS
GJ can deploy blocks for every software 

solution in a cloud-based environment, 
regardless of the preferred host. Storage, SQL 

and Apps, all virtualized in the public cloud

MOBILE KIT
Our most popular Kit, with 

expansion space to double 
compute power, allows users to 
scale app tiers or add additional

apps as needs dictate. Can be 
rack- mounted or placed under a 

desk for rapid deployment.

LAPTOP KIT
Perfect for users on the go, 

offering SSDs with 2TB of usable 
storage, along with 12 CPU 

cores, to ensure that all app 
threading needs are fulfilled.

SINGLE SERVER KIT
Multiple storage choices, can 

accommodate any single
app at base scale.

The George Jon
Kit Collection

        Core Management
We have spent over a decade perfecting 
our proactive platform (application + 
infrastructure) support model. Our proven 
methodologies, proprietary monitoring 
and time-tested processes eliminate 
issues before they ever affect end users.

        Storage Scalable?
When customers cannot predict future data intake 
needs, it is difficult to spec a Kit that can address 
unknown variables. Our solution: provide scalable 
blocks of additional storage. We’ve built a formula to 
predict application needs based on the scale of the 
data. Every application on a GJ Kit will meet/exceed 
the manufacturer’s specs for throughput. 

        Compute Scalable?
Our Mobile/Enterprise/Cloud/KaaS Kits 
can take your Tier 1 applications and 
scale them as needs dictate, up to Tier 3 
on Mobile and higher on Enterprise/ 
Cloud/KaaS. Need another app added? 
Not an issue, as these Kits can quickly 
and easily expand on demand. 
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GJ KIT Need faster delivery for future orders?
Ask about our Partnership Stocking Program, wherein

Kits are built, stocked and ready to be delivered as needed.

Like to be pampered?
Use our White Glove service (included with Enterprise)! A GJ engineer will travel to 

your location (anywhere in the world), set up your Kit, and watch your productivity soar!

Kit Deployment
Timelines
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Lighter shades indicate 
that timelines may be 
extended due to customs, 
shipping and selected 
portfolios of applications
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